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THE IMPACT 

Do you believe that your company ’s leadership

training is adequate to keep up with the rapidly

evolving retail environment? 

Are your retail leaders confident in themselves? 

Is it possible to improve your current leadership

training?

1 .

2 .

3 .

A good leader has more impact on a business

than any retail strategy , your company develops .

Ultimately it is your retail leaders who are

implementing strategy and rallying your staff behind

the corporate goals . Without strong retail

leadership , even the most powerful retail strategy

will never get off the ground .

 1: Westfall,C (2019, Une 20). Leadership Development is a $366 Billion Industry. Heres why most
programs don't work. Forbes https://www.forbes.com/sites/chriswestfall/2019/06/20/leadership-
development-why-most-programs-don't-work/?=41971ced61de.



HIGH QUALITY
TRAINING IS  NEEDED

10 ,000 baby boomers retire every year

79% of employees will quit their jobs due to a

lack of appreciation from leaders

69% of millennials believe there is a lack of

leadership development in the workplace

Only 15% of women have a board of director roles

in the workplace

91% of millennials will stay in their jobs for fewer

than three years

Only 5% of companies have integrated leadership

development into their corporations .

Here are some interesting facts ;

While most companies agree that leadership

development is necessary , data tells us that most

companies have not figured out how to ensure

leadership development is active in their

organization . 

Additionally , nearly 60% of c-suite leaders believe

their organizations '  leadership development

programs could be of higher quality . They have

awareness ; however , no solution .

 1: Reference www.goremotely.net/blog-statistics written by Raj Vardhman August 2020
2: Meinert, D. (2018, April 20). How to measure the ROI of Leadership Development SHRM
https://shrm.org/hr/today/news/hr-magaizine/0518/pages/how-to-measure-the-roi-of-leadership-
development.aspx.



MANAGING
COMPLEXITY

Year after year , the retail industry becomes

more complex and ambiguous . Today ’s leaders must

be resilient and adaptable to meet the challenges of

the modern world . This means that no longer can

leadership competencies be an option . Based on the

insight above and the complex world managers are

dealing with , leadership development must be one

of your top strategic objectives .

These complex situations include , dealing with the

new reality of social distancing , online to store pick-

up , staff living in a increasingly stressful

environment means developing their skills to deal

with conflict , build effective teams , show empathy ,

and increasing their resilience are not just a nice to

have , but rather a necessity .

 

 

  

  

  

  

 1: Independant survey was conducted on 1500 Retail District Managers in North America



FIELD RESULTS

retailu , one of North America 's leading retail

leadership online development companies , surveyed

over 1500 district managers and the results were as

expected . The main question we asked was , what

skills do you think retail managers will need in the

next 3-6 months to be successful in retail? Here is

what they said . 

Providing your operational leaders with this

leadership skill to build effective teams is obviously

top of a needs list for any retail leader , as it is

essential to run a great district and performing

stores . The next three competencies requested by

this group who are closest to the store management

population are dealing with change and the

unknown . 



 

83 .6% of the field leaders

who were surveyed agree

that leadership matters .

Why is it still such a

challenge to find retailers

with a leadership

development program for

this population?

96% said they would try

innovative training

solutions .

 

 

 

 

 

 

Another question that backs up the importance of leadership , in

their opinion , was the following : 

The Positive Effect of a GOOD leader has far more impact than

any other business strategy you can put in place . Do you agree?

See the results below .

Backing up this feedback, even more is

Gallup, the world's leading leadership

study and survey provider. 

They have been sharing these results for

years. The current insights posted recently

on their site show that managers

now need to manage self-care along with

as other tasks. Leaders who show care to

their employees demonstrate high EQ and

strong communication skills. Again,

backing up the fact that leadership

development is necessary. 



MANAGING
REMOTELY

Although the Pandemic of 2020 was an unwelcome

event , some retailers took advantage of focusing on

leadership development during the Pandemic .

The need to support their leaders was identified as ;

developing stronger communication , better

problem-solving skills , building resilience and

managing people . 

The answer was to introduce online programs that

were easy for their teams to access immediately .

While everyone was trying to figure out what their

managers at home should do , they put their time to

good use . 



BUILDING EFFECTIVE
TEAMS

A leading retail management company located in

Toronto , Canada , Huddle Group Inc decided to

create a work from home program which was a

learning from home program . 

Here is what Jason Sanderson , COO of the Huddle

Group , shared .

"As the Pandemic limited many activities and

regular store visits , we were looking for a solution to

keep our teams engaged and productive . We

focused on developing and building our managers '

essential skills to enable them to go back to work

stronger than ever . The win was being able to access

content immediately and remotely . This allowed the

internal field teams the opportunity to conduct

zoom calls to review and discuss the courses and

how they can impact each in-store team ."

"The courses gave our team the ability to engage ,

refresh and coach the store teams . It was an

excellent addition to the in-store coaching and

would be using these courses again ." said

Sanderson .

 



BUILDING EFFECTIVE
TEAMS

Another retailer who saw the benefit of

leadership development is Ardene , an Iconic

Canadian retailer with over 300 retail locations .

They shared one of their biggest objectives ;

maintaining a level of motivation while teams were

on temporary leave . Martine Lamoureux , Director of

HR , and Talent Management shared , "the reason why

we selected retailu is that it can be adapted to their

audience of district managers . The short videos and

content speak to store employees . This program

generated new ideas on their return to work ."  

Also , the benefit of having the District

Supervisors review the same content created

consistency in our stores across the country and is

creating synergy within the teams . Even though

online leadership courses have not solved all of their

training problems , it has helped us get going in the

right direction" They are planning on rolling out

more courses with store managers . Said Lamoureux .

 



KEY TAKEAWAYS

Leadership development is necessary and has a

huge ROI

Remote learning is the new norm . Store

managers and field leaders need the resources to

create discussion around leadership

competencies and not just operational tasks

The challenges of leading in the new normal

require a new approach to retail leadership

training

Key Takeaways

·

With these facts glaringly obvious , why are retailers

still on the fence about rolling out an affordable and

effective leadership development program? 

Is it because they lack the resources to manage

internally with the reduction in headcount and

remote workers? 

Is it budgets that could be slashed due to sales and

closures?

Traditionally conferences cost upwards of

$500-$2000 a person and travel etc . 

The upside is that recent changes in the world we

live in demonstrated that bringing teams together is

no longer necessary .

 



RETAILU'S  ADAPTABLE
APPROACH

retailu is a proven online retail leadership e-

learning and development portal with superior

training for retail managers . It was founded

and developed by April Sabral , a seasoned

retail executive after 25 years of leading high

performing sales and operations teams . Sabral

realized the impact of leadership development

while working for companies such as

Starbucks , Gap Inc , Apple and DAVIDsTEA . 

 

retailu provides an excellent solution for

retailers to develop core competencies needed

to drive overall employee and customer

satisfaction , improving brand loyalty and

results .

 

To discuss our elearning solution, including
a FREE trial, contact info@retailu.ca


